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Abstract— Disruption-tolerant network (DTN) technologies are becoming flourishing solutions that allow wireless devices carried by soldiers to com-
municate with each other and access the secret information or command dependably by exploit external storage nodes. In this paper, propose a secure 
data retrieval scheme using CP-ABE for decentralized DTNs where multiple key authorities manage their attributes independently. Here demonstrate 
how to apply the proposed mechanism to securely and efficiently manage the confidential data distributed in the disruption-tolerant military network. 
 
Index Terms— Access control, attribute-based encryption (ABE), disruption-tolerant network (DTN), multiauthority, secure 
Data retrieval. 

——————————      ——————— ——— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

   In a lot of military network scenarios, connec-

tions of wireless devices carried by soldiers may be 

temporarily disconnected by jamming, environmental 

factors, and mobility, especially when they operate 

in hostile environments. Disruption-tolerant network 

(DTN) technologies are becoming successful solutions 

that allow nodes to communicate with each other in 

these extreme networking environments [1]–[3]. Typi-

cally, when there is no end-to-end connection be-

tween a source and a destination pair, the messages 

from the source node may need to wait in the inter-

mediate nodes for a substantial amount of time until 

the connection would be eventually established. 

    Roy [4] and Chuah [5] introduced storage nodes 

in DTNs where data is stored or replicated such that 

only authorized mobile nodes can access the neces-

sary information quickly and efficiently. In many 

cases, it is desirable to provide differentiated ac-

cess services such that data access policies are de-

fined over user attributes or roles, which are man-

aged by the key authorities. For example, in a dis-

ruption-tolerant military network, a commander may 

store confidential information at a storage node, 

which should be accessed by members of “Battalion 

1” who are participating in “Region 2.” In this 

case, it is a reasonable assumption that multiple 

key authorities are likely to manage their own dy-

namic attributes for soldiers in their deployed re-

gions or echelons, which could be frequently changed 

(e.g., the attribute representing current location 

of moving soldiers) [4], [8], [9]. We refer to this 

DTN architecture where multiple authorities issue 

and manage their own attribute keys independently as 

a decentralized DTN [10].  

     The concept of attribute-based encryption (ABE) 

[11]–[14] is a promising approach that fulfills the 

requirements for secure data retrieval in DTNs. 

    In CP-ABE, the key authority generates private 

keys of users by applying the authority’s master 

secret keys to users’ associated set of attributes. 

Thus, the key authority can decrypt every ciphertext 

addressed to specific users by generating their at-

tribute keys. If the key authority is compromised by 

adversaries when deployed in the hostile environ-

ments, this could be a potential threat to the data 

confidentiality or privacy especially when the data 

is highly sensitive. The key escrow is an inherent 

problem even in the multiple-authority systems as 

long as each key authority has the whole privilege 

to generate their own attribute keys with their own 

master secrets. Since such a key generation mecha-

nism based on the singlemaster secret is the basic-

method for most of the asymmetric encryption systems 

such as the attribute based or identity-based en-

cryption protocols, removing escrow in single or 

multiple-authority CP-ABE is a pivotal open problem. 

2 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE OF DDTN 
In this section, we describe the DTN architecture 

and define the security model. 
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Fig 1: Architecture of secure data retrieval in a 

DTN networks 

 

 

1) Key Authorities: They are key generation cen-

ters that generate public/secret parameters 

for CP-ABE. The key authorities consist of a 

central authority and multiple local authori-

ties.  

      Assume that there are secure and relia-

ble communication channels between a central 

authority and each local authority during the 

initial key setup and generation phase. Each 

local authority manages different attributes 

and issues corresponding attribute keys to us-

ers. The key authorities are assumed to be 

honest-but-curious..  

2) Storage node: This is an entity that stores 

data from senders and provide corresponding 

access to users. It may be mobile or static 

[4], [5]. Similar to the previous schemes, we 

also assume the storage node to be semitrusted 

that is honest-but-curious. 

3) Sender: This is an entity who owns confiden-

tial messages or data (e.g., a commander) and 

wishes to store them into the external data 

storage node for ease of sharing or for relia-

ble delivery to users in the extreme network-

ing environments. A sender is responsible for 

defining (attributebased) access policy and 

enforcing it on its own data by encrypting the 

data under the policy before storing it to the 

storage node.  

4) User: This is a mobile node who wants to ac-

cess the data stored at the storage node 

(e.g., a soldier). If a user possesses a set 

of attributes satisfying the access policy of 

the encrypted data defined by the sender, and 

is not revoked in any of the attributes, then 

he will be able to decrypt the ciphertext and 

obtain the data.  

3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUTION  

We first provide a formal definition for access 

structure recapitulating the definitions in [12] and 

[13]. Then, we will briefly review the necessary 

facts about the bilinear map and its security as-

sumption. 

Access Structure:  Let {P1, P2, …, Pn} be a set of par-

ties. A collection  𝔸 ⊆ 2{P1, P2, …, Pn}   is monotone if 

∀ B, C: If B ∈ 𝔸 and B ⊆ C, then C ∈ 𝔸. An access 
structure (respectively, monotone access structure) 

is a collection (respectively, monotone collection) 

𝔸 of nonempty subsets of {P1, P2, …, Pn}, i.e., 𝔸 
⊆ 2{P1, P2, …, Pn} ∖ P{∅} . The sets 𝔸 in are called the 
authorized sets, and the sets not in 𝔸 are called 
the unauthorized sets.  

 

     In the proposed scheme, the role of the parties 

is taken by the 

Attributes. Thus, the access structure 𝔸 will con-
tain the authorized sets of attributes. From now on, 

by an access structure, we mean a monotone access 

structure. 
 

Definitions: 
     𝓍 ∈𝑅  𝑆 denotes the operation of picking an ele-
ment 𝓍 at random and uniformly from a finite set S. 

For a probabilistic algorithmℬ, 𝓍
$
←  ℬ assigns the 

output ℬ of to the variable𝓍. 1⋋   Denotes a string 
of ⋋ ones, if ⋋∈ ℕ. A function 𝜀: ℕ → ℝ is negligi-
ble (negl (k)) if for every constant c ≥ 0 there ex-
ists kc such that 𝜖(𝑘) < k-c for all k > kc. 

     Let 𝒰 = {𝓊1,𝓊2, … ,𝓊𝑛} be the universe of users. 
Let CA be the central authority, and 𝒜 = {𝐴1, … ,𝐴𝑛} 
be the universe of local authorities. Let ℒ =
 �⋋1, … ,⋋𝑝� be the universe of descriptive attributes 
in the system. Let Ai (ℒ) be the set of attributes 
managed byAi (we assume each local authority manages 

a disjoint set of attributes such that Ai(ℒ) ∩ Aj(ℒ) 
= ∅ for i ≠ j).  
Let Gi ⊂  𝒰 be a set of users that hold the 

ute⋋𝑖, which is referred to as an attribute group.  

 

4 PROPOSED SCHEME FOR DDTN NET-
WORKS 
 

Sender Users Storage 
Node 

    Key 
Authorities 
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      In this section, this paperprovide a multiau-

thority CP-ABE scheme for secure data retrieval in 

decentralized DTNs. Each local auhority issues par-

tial personalized and attribute key components to a 

ser by performing secure 2PC protocol with the cen-

tral authority.  

Since the first CP-ABE scheme proposed by Bethen-

court et al. [13], dozens of CP-ABE schemes have been 
proposed [7]  

 

1)  Description: Let 𝒯 be a tree representing an access 
structure. 

Each nonleaf node of the tree represents a threshold 

gate. If 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑥is the number of children of a node 𝓍 
and 𝑘𝑥 is its threshold value, then 0 ≤ 𝑘𝑥 ≤ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑥 . 
Each leaf node 𝓍 of the tree is described by an at-
tribute and a threshold value  𝑘𝑥 = 1. ⋋𝑥  denotes the 
attribute associated with the leaf node 𝓍 in the 

tree. 𝒫(𝓍) represents the parent of the node 𝓍 in 
the tree. The children of every node are numbered 

from 1 to num. The function intex(𝓍) returns such a 
number associated with the node 𝓍. The index values 
are uniquely assigned to nodes in the access struc-

ture for a given key in an illogical manner. 

 

2) Key Generation: In CP-ABE, user secret key compo-
nents consist of a single personalized key and mul-

tiple attribute keys. The personalized key is 

uniquely determined for each user to prevent collu-

sion attack among users with different attributes. 

The proposed key generation protocol is composed of 

the personal key generation followed by the attrib-

ute key generation protocols. 

  

3) Data Encryption:  When a sender wants to deliver its 
confidential data M, he defines the tree access 

structure 𝒯 over the universe of attributesℒ, en-
crypts the data under 𝒯 to enforce attribute-based 
access control on the data, and stores it into the 

storage node. 

     The encryption algorithm chooses a polynomial 

𝑞𝑥 for each no de 𝓍 in the tree𝒯. These polynomials 
are chosen in a topdown manner, starting from the 

root node R.  

      For each node 𝓍 in the tree 𝒯, the algo-

rithmsets the degree of 𝑑𝑥 the polynomial 𝑞𝑥 to be 
one less than the threshold value 𝑘𝑥 of that node, 
that is, 𝑑𝑥  =  𝑘𝑥 − 1 . For the root node R, it choos-
es a random s ∈  ℤ𝑝∗ and sets qR (0) = s. Then, it sets 

dR other points of the polynomial qR randomly to de-

fine it completely. For any other node 𝓍, it sets 

𝑞𝑥(0) = 𝑞𝑝(𝑥)�𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑥)�R and chooses 𝑑𝑥 other points 

randomly to completely define 𝑞𝑥. 
      Let Y be the set of leaf nodes in the access 

tree. To encrypt a message M ∈ 𝔾1 under the tree 

access structure 𝒯, it constructs a ciphertext using 
public keys of each authority as  

 

𝐶𝑇 =  � 𝒯, �̃� = 𝑀𝑒(𝑙,𝑙)(𝛼1+⋯+𝛼𝑚)𝑠 ,𝐶 = ℎ𝑠 ,∀𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 ∶  𝐶𝑦
= 𝑙𝑞𝑦(0),𝐶𝑦′ = 𝐻(⋋𝑦)𝑞𝑦(0)� 

 

S Where �̃� can be computed as �̃� = M.�𝑃𝐾𝐴1 × … ×
𝑃𝐾𝐴𝑚�P

s = 𝑀𝑒(𝑙,𝑙)(𝛼1+⋯+𝛼𝑚)𝑠. 

 

     After the construction of CT, the sender stores 

it to the storage node securely. On receiving any 

data request query from a user, the storage node re-

sponds with CT to the user. 

 

4) Data Decryption: When a user receives the ciphertext 
CT from the storage node, the user decrypts the ci-

phertext with its secret key. The algorithm performs 

in a recursive way. We first define a recursive al-

gorithm that DecryptNode(𝐶𝑇,𝑆𝐾,𝑥) takes as inputs a 
ciphertext CT, a private key SK, which is associated 

with a set ∧ of attributes, and a node 𝑥 from the 
tree 𝒯. It outputs a group element of 𝔾 or ⊥. 
 

     Without loss of generality, we suppose that a 

user 𝑢𝑡 performs 
the decryption algorithm. If 𝓍 is a leaf node, then 
define as follows. If ⋋𝑥 ∈ ∧, then 
 

DecryptNode (CT, SK, 𝓍)  
                           

                       = 𝑒(𝐷𝑥 ,𝐶𝑥)
𝑒�𝐷𝑥′ ,𝐶𝑥′�

 

                           

                       =  𝑒�𝑔
𝑟𝑡  .𝐻(⋋𝑥)𝑟𝑥  ,𝑔𝑞𝑥(0)�

𝑒�𝑔𝑟𝑥  ,𝐻(⋋𝑥)𝑞𝑥  (0)�
                            

                            

=
𝑒�𝑙𝑟𝑡 ,𝑙𝑞𝑥(0)�. 𝑒(𝐻(⋋𝑥)𝑟𝑥  ,𝑙𝑞𝑥(0)) 

𝑒(𝑙𝑟𝑥  , 𝐻(⋋𝑥)𝑞𝑥  (0))  

 

                       = e(𝑙,𝑙)𝑟𝑡𝑞𝑥(0). 

 
Attribute based technique 
     ABE comes in two flavors called key-policy ABE 

(KP-ABE) and ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE). In KP-

ABE, the encryptor only gets to label a ciphertext 

with a set of attributes. The key authority chooses 

a policy for each user that determines which cipher-

texts he can decrypt and issues the key to each user 

by embedding the policy into the user’s key. Howev-
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er, the roles of the ciphertexts and keys are re-

versed in CP-ABE. In CP-ABE, the ciphertext is en-

crypted with an access policy chosen by an encryp-

tor, but a key is simply created with respect to an 

attributes set. 

 

1) Attribute Revocation: Bethencourt et al. [13] and 

Boldyreva et al. [14] first suggested key revocation 
mechanisms in CP-ABE and KP-ABE, respectively. 

 

For example, assume that at time , a ciphertext is 

encrypted with a policy that can be decrypted with a 

set of attributes (embedded in the users keys) for 

users with . After time , say , a user newly holds 

the attribute set .. 

 

2) Key Escrow: Most of the existing ABE schemes are 
constructed on the architecture where a single 

trusted authority has the power to generate the 

whole private keys of users with its master secret 

information [11]- [14] . Thus, the key escrow prob 

lem is inherent such that the key authority can de-

crypt every ciphertext addressed to users in the 

system by generating their secret keys at any time. 
 
3) Decentralized ABE: They achieved a combined access 
policy over the attributes issued from different au-

thorities by simply encrypting data multiple times. 
 
B. Contribution 

In this paper, we propose an attribute-based 

secure data etrieval scheme using CP-ABE for decen-

tralized DTNs. The pro osed scheme features the fol-

lowing achievements. First, immediate attribute rev-

ocation enhances backward/forward secrecy of confi-

dential data by reducing the windows of vulnerabil-

ity. Second, encryptors can define a fine-grained 

access policy using any monotone access structure 

under attributes issued from any chosen set of au-

thorities. Third, the key escrow problem is resolved 

by an escrow-free key issuing protocol that exploits 

the characteristic of the decentralized DTN archi-

tecture. Thus, users are not required to fully trust 

the authorities in order to protect their data to be 

shared. The data confidentiality and privacy can be 

cryptographically enforced against any curious key 

authorities or data storage nodes in the proposed 

scheme. 

 

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Efficiency 

           In the proposed scheme, the logic can be very expres-
sive as in the single authority system like BSW [13] such that 
the access policy can be expressed with any monotone access 
structure under attributes of any chosen set of authorities; 
while HV [9] and RC [4] schemes only allow the AND gate 
among the sets of attributes managed by different authorities. 
The revocation in the proposed scheme can be done in an im-
mediate way as opposed to BSW. 

Table1: Effciency Analysis 
system Ciphertext 

size 
Rekeying 
message 

Private key 
size 

Pulic key        
size 

HSW[13] (2t + 1)C0 + 
C1 + 𝐶𝒯 

l(2k+1)C0 (2k + 1)C0 C0 + C1 

HV[9] (2t + m)C0 + 
mC1 + 𝐶𝒯 

l(2k+1)C0 (2k+m)C0 mC0 + 
mC1 

RC[4] (2t + 3r + 
m)C0 + mC1 

+  

0 (3k+2m)C0 m(t + 4)C0 
+ mC1 

Proposed (2t + 1)C0 + 
C1 + 𝐶𝒯 

(n - 
l)𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑛

𝑛 𝑙
Cp 

(2k+1)C0+lognCk C0 + mC1 

 
C0: bit size of an element in𝔾0, C1: bit size  of an element in 
𝔾1, Cp: bit size of an element in ℤ𝑝∗ , Ck: bit size of a KEK, 
𝐶𝒯: bit size of an access tree 𝒯 in the ciphertext, r: the num-
ber of revoked users, l: the number of users in an attribute 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
B. Simulation 

In this simulation, we consider DTN applications 

using the Internet protected by the attribute-based 

encryption. 
s 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
roup 
 
Fig 2: Number of Users in an Attribute group 
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Fig 3:communication cost in the multiauthority system 
 

   If suppose that user join and leave events are 
independently and identically distributed in each 
attribute group following. Poisson distribution. The 
membership duration time for an attribute is assumed 
to follow an exponential distribution. We set the 
interarrival time between users as 20 min and the 
average membership duration time as 20 h . Fig. 2 
represents the number of current users and revoked 
users in an attribute group during 100 h. Fig. 3 
shows the total communication cost that the sender 
or the storage node needs to send on a membership 
change in each multiauthority CP-ABE scheme. It in-
cludes the ciphertext and rekeying messages for non-
revoked users. It is measured in bits. In this simu-
lation, the total number of users in the network 
is10 000, and the number of attributes in the system 
is 30. The number of the key authorities is 10, and 
the average number of attributes associated with a 
user’s key is 10. 
 
6 CONCLUSION 
                 The secured & efficient data retrieval method using 
cipher policy –attribute based encryption for decentralized 
DTNs are proposed in this work.Multiple key authorities are 
handle their attribute independently.the detailed demonstra-
tion is available for how to apply the proposed mechanism to 
steadily and capably manage the secret data isolated in the 
disruption tolerant military networks 
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